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BRITISH SIDECAR champion Stuart Brown
with Luke Peters in the chair went into the
2006 world championship with high hopes of
improving on his '05 final placing of ninth.
Having twice finished as high as fifth in the
rough, tough world of sidecar Gps the newly
reunited crew - a serious injury in '04 had
sidelined Luke - went into the opening round at
Oss in Holland in determined mood.
"Our aim for this year is to regain our best
ever position in the world championship,,' said
Stuart. "We ranked fifth twice in the years
before Luke got injured. Now with Luke back in
the chair we hope to pick up where we left off "
Luke Peters was equally optimistic. ,,We
hope to do well this season. I have worked very
hard to come back after my severe injuries
sustained in Bulgaria in 2004.I missed half the
2004 season and it took the whole 2005 season
to recover So it would please me so much if we
are able to be competitive against the fast
teams from Holland, Germany and Eastern
Europe. We hope for a podium finish in one of
the GPs."

Despite this air of optimism the odds were
stacked against them. Although physically
recovered from his injury, Luke's lack of time in
the chair would show. And on top of this Stuart
had still not got over a broken wrist sustained in
'05 that was plated but not fully healed and he
needed painkillers to race.
At the end of their campaign there had
been plenty of ups and downs but they stifl
finished inside the world top 10 with a final
position of eighth having made the podium
and come close to a heat win - at
Teutschenthal in Germany
The season was dominated by the reigning
world champions - the Dutch/Belgian pairing of
Daniel Willemsen and Sven Verbrugge - who
were simply awesome. Always posting lap times
two or three seconds faster than their rivals, the
champs had yet to lose a single race, fet alone
an overall - whether it was in the Gps, Dutch or
Belgian championships or invitational events
until round six in Germany.
A bad start and a crash were the reasons
that Willemsen/Verbrugge did not win in
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Teutschenthal. Mechanical failure also
prevented a win in heat one in Rudersberg at
the f¡nal meeting but the title was still theirs
by miles.
The five-time world champion Kristers Sergis
with Kaspar Stupelis in the chair was supposed
to be the biggest threat to Willemsen/
Verbrugge. But it wasn't to be. Right from
the start Sergis was down in points after a
mechanical problem in the opening race of the
championship. Their results at round two in
Croatia were better with a 3-2 card but
Willemsen was quicker and Sergis knew it.
Perhaps in an effort to keep up, Sergis had a
huge crash in France and exited the moto and
the season - on a stretcher.
With Sergis and Stupelis out of the series it
was the Russian crew Scherbinin/Sosnovskikh
who provided the main challenge to
Willemsen/Verbrugge. Despite failing to win a
race all season they managed to end the year
ahead of the German/Swiss pairing of
Happich/Schelbert although it was close
258 points to
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243.
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Final Sìeries SËandings
World Sidecarcross
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1 WillemsenlVerbrugge 341 points
2 ScherbininlSosnovskikh 2SB
3 Happ¡chlschelbert 243
4 RupeikslKurpneiks 231
5 HendrickxlSmeuninx 180
6 BurglerlBetschart 211
7 HendrickxlP¡ccart 180
8 BrownlPeters
165
9 RozehnallRozehnal 157
10 W¡llemsenlRoes
137
20 Watsonlwatson
57
24 WilkinsonlBurt
52
26 LynelTurner
26
47 KeanelHe¡ghes
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